
Magic Blocks



What is a 
Magic Block?

• A technique used to produce multi-
method extents of TD Minor

• Original idea by Philip Saddleton

• Based on the six lead splice

• Under works changed at every lead end

• Over works changed at every half lead



The six lead 
splice

• Ringing an extent of one method but 
substituting a lead of a different method 
each time a particular bell rings a particular 
place bell where the work of that place bell 
is the same in both methods.

• E.g. substituting a lead of Beverley or 
Surfleet into an extent of Cambridge 
whenever the tenor is 3rds place bell

•

Cambridge Surfleet



A recent 
performance …



Some not so 
recent 
performances …



Confession 
time

• I couldn’t tell you what half those 
methods are!

• Conducted and rung by learning 
standard names for under and over 
works

• Available in a handy sheet …



Treble Dodging 
Minor is the 
greatest!



Let’s have a 
closer look …

• Oxford over: -34-16

• D2 under: 16-34-

• Treble 3-4 section is 
fixed: -12-

• 56 half lead is fixed

• 12 lead end is fixed

• Therefore no lead end
or half lead variants



What are the 
vertical lines on the 
master sheet?

• These vertical lines determine the group of 
each under and over work. 

• There are three groups: s, d and b.

• Can be thought of in terms of where you 
pass the treble.

• In terms of underworks …

• s: 2nds place bell will pass the treble in 2-3
• e.g. S1, S2, S3, S4

• d: 2nds place bell will meet the treble in 3-4
• e.g. D1, D2, D3, D4, Kelso

• b: 2nds place bell will pass the treble in 4-5
• e.g. Cambridge, Beverley, Surfleet



Why are groups 
relevant?

• In a Magic Block extent, each bell shall make 
2nds at the lead end six times and each bell 
shall make 5ths at the half lead six times

• Every time a particular bell makes 2nds at the 
lead end, the same over work is rung

• Every time a particular bell makes 5ths at the 
half lead, the same under work is rung

• Each time a bell makes 2nds at the lead end, a 
different pair of bells will make 5ths at the half 
lead either side

• Each time a bell makes 5ths at the half lead, a 
different pair of bells will make 2nds at the 
lead ends either side

• This guarantees a true extent

• The groups are key to the block construction



Putting it down on 
paper …

• The simplest way to represent a Magic Block 
composition is by listing the groups to be rung as 
each bell either makes 2nds at the lead end or 
5ths at the half lead.

• Example: 2=Ss 3=Sb 4=Bs 5=Dd 6=Dd

• The upper case letter specifies the group to be 
rung as an over work when that bell makes 2nds

• The lower case letter specifies the group to be 
rung as an under work when that bell makes 5ths

• Not all combinations produce workable extents



Is that all the 
information needed 
to generate an 
extent?!

• Yes!

• An entire extent – or extents – can be called 
purely by observing the bell which will make 5ths 
at the next half lead or 2nds at the next lead end 
and calling the appropriate under or over work.

• Let’s assign some methods to our example:
• 2 = Ss = Westminster over, S1 under

• 3 = Sb = London over, Cambridge under

• 4 = Bs = Carlisle over, S2 under

• 5 = Dd = Oxford over, D1 under

• 6 = Dd = Kent over, Kelso under



The first few 
leads …

• 2 has made 2nds so it’s Westminster over

• 5 is dodging up so will stay at the back and make 
5ths under the treble … D1 under

• It’s ‘d’ under, so we need to look for the bell that 
dodges 3-4 down with the treble. That’s the 4, so 
we know that 4 will become 2nds place bell at 
the next lead end … Carlisle over

• It’s ‘B’ over, so we look for the bell dodging 3-4 
up with the treble. That’s the 2, so we know we 
need to ring S1 under in the next lead …

• … and so on



Are you for real?!

• Sort of …

• A more detailed way of representing the calling:



How many 
methods does that 
give?

• Each over work is combined with all the under 
works – except for its own bell’s under work

• So we ring Westminster over Cambridge, S2, D1 
and Kelso – but not Westminster over S1

• This gives five lots of four methods – 20 in total



20 methods isn’t 
bad for an extent –
but can you do 
more?

• Oh yes!

• Keep the over works as single methods but 
having three methods for each under work will 
give the maximum of 60 methods per extent.

• Using lead splices will keep the extent true – but 
it’s not always possible to do that.

• Constructing a three extent block allows you to 
rotate any set of three under works so that the 
overall block is true



An example calling for the 120



Will any 
combination of 
groups generate a 
true extent?

• No – but there are quite a few that do …



Having fun with 
Magic Blocks

• Have a go yourselves!

• Each person rings one bell and is responsible for 
calling their own over and underwork

• Start simple
• Westminster, Oxford and Cambridge over

• S2, D2 and Cambridge under

• Bells that become 2nds place bell next lead end
• ‘s’ if you pass the treble in 2-3

• ‘d’ if you pass the treble in 3-4

• ‘b’ if you pass the treble in 4-5

• Bells that become 5ths place bell next half lead
• ‘S’ if you pass the treble in 4-5

• ‘B’ if you pass the treble in 3-4

• ‘D’ if you pass the treble in 2-3

• You have more time than you think!



What makes Magic 
Blocks so great?!

• Possibly the most intense 
ringing experience ever!

• So different from conventional 
methods

• Changes of work every few 
seconds

• Can go from perfection to 
disaster in the blink of an eye

• No cruising!



Q&A and 
feedback


